Information literacy (IL) is widely recognized as a necessary skill for the information age, and post-secondary institutions and libraries spend large amounts of time and resources on information literacy instruction (ILI) programs. With tightening post-secondary budgets and increasing emphasis on meeting institutional learning outcomes, there have been continued calls from librarians, educators, academics, and library organizations to assess ILI. More than simply a means of being accountable to stakeholders, ILI assessment is a way of demonstrating librarians’ contributions to student learning, gaining feedback to improve librarian teaching, bolstering instructional program performance, and increasing student learning.

Assessing IL is particularly difficult, however, as IL skills are integrated in multiple ways into different courses and measurable learning outcomes are not always the result of formal ILI alone. Information literacy instruction is also difficult to assess as it often consists of one-shot sessions, requiring all information to be communicated in a short time frame. Despite these challenges, librarians are increasingly attempting to meaningfully assess teaching and learning in ILI sessions. While IL learning outcomes vary widely due to various research assignments, institution-specific contexts, and other considerations, many ILI programs have a set of common learning outcomes that describe “what and how a student is expected to learn after exposure to teaching” and that are guided by the ACRL’s Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education. These standards and their related outcomes are useful guides for the creation of questions for tools that assess IL.

The library and information studies literature is full of examples of local tests and assessment tools being developed, with more or less rigour, that map their questions to the ACRL standards. At least three standardized tests for assessing IL have been developed: SAILS, ILT, and iSkills. Each of these tests has been carefully constructed and checked for both reliability and validity, and they have demonstrated utility in assessing IL. However, there are disadvantages in using these standardized tests, including cost, lack of flexibility, and length of time required to administer the test. Recognizing these problems in the existing tools and seeing a need for a local solution to these problems, librarians from four Alberta post-secondary institutions launched Information Literacy in Alberta Assessment Pilot (ILAAP), a pilot project to create a custom assessment tool that responds to the unique needs of local
institutions and provides a more appropriate model for promoting and assessing IL skills among Alberta students.

**Background**

The pilot project grew out of a discussion among a small group of librarians and their shared acknowledgement that they were becoming increasingly engaged in assessment of student learning and its associated accountability at their institutions. This group decided to start a pilot involving the librarians from a few colleges and universities in Alberta that have a focus on IL instruction. Participating institutions in the pilot included: Augustana Campus Library of the University of Alberta (Camrose, Alberta); Red Deer College (Red Deer, Alberta); Mount Royal University (Calgary, Alberta), and Grant MacEwan University (Edmonton, Alberta). Each participating library has a solid history of undergraduate IL instruction, but varying levels of experience assessing that instruction. The team members decided to build a custom tool, since each institution had experienced frustration with either a less than adequate local tool or disappointing engagement with other existing standardized IL tests.

**Process**

The assessment tool emerged as a post-test questionnaire, chosen because it would be brief, easy to distribute and collect, and would suit a multitude of instructional styles across four different institutions. Designed as a tool for assessment of one-shot sessions, the questionnaire was comprised of three sections. First were two demographic questions that gathered data on the student's program and year of study. Second was a pool of 17 summative, evaluative multiple-choice questions, of which participating librarians were encouraged to pick two-to-three questions that best matched the learning outcomes of their courses. The questionnaire ended with two formative, open-ended questions asking students to describe the most useful takeaway and to note any lack of clarity following the session. All questions were created collaboratively by the four partners and were mapped to outcomes from the ACRL standards. In addition, questions were written to focus on skills for first- and second-year students and were developed to address a wide variety of IL skills and knowledge delivered by librarians across the institutions. Librarian colleagues were recruited to use the tool in their first- and second-year ILI sessions, and documentation was written for use across all four institutions to provide information to librarians who wished to use the tool in their classes.

The team used WASSAIL, a locally produced, open source IL assessment software created to manage question and response data in a library environment. Once entered into WASSAIL, the post-test questions could easily be used by team members to generate customized questionnaires requested by participating librarians. Questionnaires were delivered to students via a Web link during the last five minutes of class. Librarians were able to request their individual class scores, which not only provided some incentive for librarians to participate in the pilot, but also made it easy for individuals to act upon their assessment data immediately.

**Initial results**

During the eight months of the pilot, responses from 918 individuals were collected from 77 classes assessed across the four institutions. While issues with question design were raised over the course of the pilot and questions requiring substantial revision were identified, strong themes nonetheless emerged from the data, which provide some interesting preliminary information about students’ IL skills. Questions with the most correct responses revolved around selection and evaluation of resources. For example, 98% of students surveyed were able to determine the best type of sources for their research paper (ACRL 3.4.a), and 92% of students were able to describe criteria used to determine if an article was scholarly (ACRL 1.4b). Questions about access received a lower number of correct responses. For
example, only 67% of students knew where to find a book on the shelf (ACRL 2.3.b), an issue that was also reflected in the qualitative comments.

Common themes from the qualitative comments about the ILI sessions included minimized library anxiety and relief about the ability to get further assistance at the reference desk, if needed. The qualitative data also indicated a slight prevalence of students who felt uncertain about citation, evaluation, and access at the end of the sessions. ILAAP team members will use these findings to inform the review of question design and quality before drawing conclusions or making changes to curriculum/pedagogy based on students’ answers to these questions.

**Lessons learned**

The ILAAP team has learned a great deal over the course of the pilot year, both about the design of the research project and about the practicalities of administering the instrument. One of the biggest lessons learned was the importance of constant communication. The team members quickly discovered that they needed to stay in close contact with one another; it was very likely that if one discovered an issue that needed to be resolved or an administrative task that had to be completed at one institution, the others were facing a similar situation. The team avoided duplication of work by sharing reports and solutions with one another and building from each other’s work. The team also had to communicate regularly what was happening with the project, both to their senior administration and to the other librarians at their institutions who were helping collect data.

This regular communication meant that as interest in the project grew within the Alberta library community, each institution’s director was able to knowledgeably field inquiries that came her way and advocate on behalf of the project. It also meant that librarians involved in administering the questionnaires and gathering much of the data remained invested in the project.

**Benefits**

Working on this project has allowed team members, and therefore their institutions, to establish a shared vision of what ILI assessment might look like when implemented across multiple institutions, a process enriched by the variety of perspectives brought to the table by team members. The lengthy discussions involved in creating this shared vision allowed team members to see how other individuals interpreted and addressed each of the ACRL standards in their ILI sessions. These discussions also allowed the team members a rare glimpse into the classrooms of other institutions.

Rather than choosing one of the standardized tests on the market, the ILAAP team was able to develop a local solution that best meets the needs of local students, and because the institutions shared implementation costs, the tool became a far more cost-effective solution than some of the commercially available ILI assessment tools. ILAAP members now have a locally produced tool that is applicable to how they teach, what they teach, and how they articulate their results. Already, they have been able to report initial findings to their administrations.

**Future directions**

As the pilot phase of the project nears completion, the team will be working to revise and then validate the questions in order to ensure that the tool provides an accurate indication of student learning. The tool will be assessed for gaps in scope and eventually the pool of questions will be expanded so that there are more options for addressing each standard, as well as options to assess students at a higher level of learning. Analysis of the quantitative and qualitative data will continue, including efforts to define statistical relevance in the results.

In the long term, the goal is to make the tool widely available to academic libraries throughout Alberta. The data generated by this project will document the state of basic IL learning across Alberta, and will be used
by the ILAAP team to bring the project back to its original goal: to build a model for promoting and assessing IL skills required for student success across Alberta.
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